
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL WEIHNACHTEN 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

NIKOLAUSABEND-NICHOLAS EVE 
KRAMPUSNACHT-KRAMPUS NIGHT 

der 5. Dezember 

Sitten und Brauche (customs and traditions) 

Why do children set their shoes out on the night of December 5th? Doesn't he have any? 

Of course Nikolaus has shoes. The custom began because the historical St. Nicholas had a reputation for lea'\Ang 
secret gifts, such as coins, in people's shoes overnight. Kids traditionally put out their boots, though shoes or 
stockings will suffice for those without boots. 

One polished boot: Check! What happens next? 

According to the legend, Nikolaus comes in the middle of the night on a donkey or a horse and leaves little treats 
- like coins, chocolate, oranges and toys - for good children. 

What do naughty children get? 

This depends on different family traditions. Sometimes Nikolaus only leaves a switch in the boot, ostensibly for 
spankings, to show that the child doesn't deserve a treat. In other families, a man disguised as St. Nicholas will 

"1sit the family or the child's school alone or with his with his sinister-looking alter ego Knecht Ruprecht to 
question the children about their beha\Aour. 

Crikey. What does he do if the kids admit to being naughty? 

Depending on how strict the children's parents are, St. Nicholas will give them a verbal warning or even a pretend 
spanking with a rod. 

Hey, he's a Saint isn't he? Saints can't spank little kids. 

Well, the rod is more an invention of parents who wanted to teach their children a lesson over the years . 

That spoils the fun a bit, doesn't it? 

Certainly! Children were often quite frightened of being questioned about their beha\1our because they've been told 
that St. Nicholas will hurt them with his rod or e-.en put them in a sack and take them away. 

Though the custom is in decline, in more Catholic regions, parents inform a local priest of naughty beha..nour. The 
priest then pays a personal '\Asit wearing the traditional Christian garb to threaten the little rugrats with a beating. 

The most famous tradition on St. Nicholas Day is that little kids put their polished shoes or socks outside the 
door or window, and at night St. Nicholas fills them with little gifts. 

Another tradition kept for this day is baking Stutenker1, or Printenmann. It is best to bake the ca ke in a special 
baking form depicting the saint, or just a man. 


